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Zimbabwe activists meet in ZELA, Bench Marks workshop
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As we saw in Chapters 1 and 2, building community voice and action is not 
easy. Activists and the communities they work with face many difficulties, 
challenges and obstacles. In this section the community activists share 
their experiences of building community voice and action.

Discussion on building community voice 
and action

Communities are told that they can address their problems through the 
laws, regulations, and institutions that are in place in all of our countries. 
Communities are told that our country’s constitution and national laws 
give us rights, and that we can get help from government institutions. They 
are told that they are stake holders and that through social dialogue they 
can resolve problems. 

Community activists are expected to simply monitor their local situation 
and report on problems which will be resolved at a level of the higher 
authority. 

The real life experience of communities is not as simple as this. The 
experiences shared in this section give us a closer view of how hard change 
is, and how, despite this, communities have been able to organise and 
mobilise for change.

The experiences show that the problem activists face is not simply the lack 
of understanding by corporations and government officials. The problem 
activists face is that corporations and governments want to prevent change 
at all costs, because they know the change activists demand will reduce 
their profits and their power. 

The experiences shared by activists at the workshop show how communities 
have been able to engage, how they have combined every possible tool, 
every possible weapon to build their power to challenge the powers that 
oppress them. Sometimes by law, it goes your way. Some times by chance, 
there is change. But mostly it is a long drawn out struggle. 

As we see from these experiences activists at times suffer disappointment, 
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and communities can become disillusioned and want to give up when the 
process takes too long. 

We see how mining companies use governments to prevent the community 
from exercising their rights in the law. How traditional leaders, politicians, 
and local businesses collude with mining companies to silence communities. 

We see from these experiences how government and security forces grow 
more violent as communities increase their organising activities. It is a 
challenge for activists to expose all this.

What came across clearly from the experiences the activists shared during 
the workshop is that simply changing the law and setting up mechanisms to 
dialogue with corporations and governments and monitor implementation 
of agreements is not enough. The question for community activists, for 
CBOs and the NGOs that support them is how to support communities 
to resist the powers that so heavily limit and prevent them from making 
change happen.

In the face of powerful players, the community’s situation can appear 
impossible to change. The obstacles seem far greater than community 
strengths. Communities have little resources. Looking at past struggle may 
seem to show more failures than successes. Yet we are not without hope. 

We realise that money, information, knowledge, skills, and the law are 
important but in themselves they do not constitute power. Power is the 
wise and skilful use of these resources to bring about change. When there 
are limited or no resources, power is the creativity to adapt and use what 
is available. 

As the activists shared their experiences we learnt about the many 
different ways, tactics, methods, and tools used to build community power. 

Sources of community power
The activists listed sources of community power that need to be strengthened 
in order to build community power.
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Education and information 

Education and access to information is a source of community power. 
Formal education such as being able to read and write, having knowledge 
and information on things like the law, or how to test water for pollution, 
knowing the effects of uranium on people and the environment are 
important. These skills can be learnt by the community through drawing on 
the skills of NGOs or academics. At the same time, it is important to realise 
that community members with no formal education have rich experiential 
knowledge – for example, they can tell you fish are dying, and why. They 
can see changes in the environment and understand these changes. At 
times we underestimate the wealth of local knowledge in communities. 

Strong community leadership which includes women and youth

Strong community leadership is a source of power. Tradition and culture 
in most communities dictate that leaders should be older men. This 
disadvantages women and young people. Women and youth leaders, and 
community leaders supporting women and youth, can make a community 
strong. At times there are no community leaders. Youth and traditional 
leaders can also be problems in some cases. 

Unity in the community which includes women

Working as a united force is a source of community power. Community 
belonging is a source of power. Activists highlighted the need to make 
sure that women are included in community meetings, discussions and 
actions. Not involving women means that women’s voices and concerns 
can often not be addressed, even when women make up the majority in 
most communities.
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The Media 

Publicity and making community voices heard is a source of power. Without 
this you cannot get your issues addressed. Media such as community radio, 
community newspapers, and social media helps activists to put pressure 
on the powerful to change. Politicians and companies say in the media that 
they believe in justice – when they act in ways that are unjust, activists can 
expose them and change their public image through community and social 
media.

Community Action 

Mobilisation, and the power to mobilise makes a community powerful. 
Activists in the community can mobilise and unite the community with one 
voice, around one common goal. 

Strong Organisation 

Getting a mandate from community members is important to build 
community power. When the community says we are fed up, we are going 
to fight, this can be an important moment to build community organisation.

The Activist 

The activist is key to building community power. People in the community 
have power but they might not believe this and they may need someone to 
activate their power. At times people in the community do not even know 
they have rights. 

Community Resources 

We have resources in the community even though we might at times not 
realise this. The resources we have include people, tools, techniques, 
skills. At times we may have funding from NGOs but at times even without 
outside funds communities have pooled their limited financial resources to 
take up actions.
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The Law 

The law can be used to build community power. The law can be made to 
back the community. The constitutions of our countries give us the mandate 
to demand our rights. These are also a source of power. Democracy gives 
us basic rights. 

Traditional Leaders and Councillors

If we get traditional leaders and councillors on our side, we can become 
powerful.

Tradition and culture

Tradition and culture can contribute to unity in a community 

Civil Society, Religious organisations, NGO, Academics

Communities get financial support, information and knowledge, legal and 
research support from civil society organisations, religious organisations, 
NGOs, and academics. These organisations and individuals help connect us 
to the media and the world. Support from these organisations is important 
for building community power.

Community activists come together to raise 
awareness about their situations
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Participants writing during the workshop
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WRITINGS FROM THE WORKSHOP

The writings from the workshop in the following pages illustrate some of 
the points made in this section. Some of the questions that came up in the 
discussions at the workshop on building power were:

• How does the community build the power to raise their voices, and the 
power to be heard so that they can bring about change?

• How should NGO’s give support to community activists?
• How should we give support to each other across countries, activist to 

activist?

ORGANISING LESSONS FROM THE WRITINGS

We include organising lessons from each of the experiences that the 
activists shared in their writings. These lessons appear in a box following 
the writings. 

Writings on building community power
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This is a story of how one man showed people how to get their power 
back. Since Letseng Diamond Mine started its operations in 2004 and up 
until 2012 people did not have a clue and were not aware that the mine was 
supposed to uplift and help the local people. Those who knew simply chose 
to be quiet and not care.

So in 2013 this guy Thabo approached the traditional chief, stated his 
case and made the chief understand what he was about. And the chief un-
derstood and organised a public gathering for Thabo. 

After a few meetings with local people which was not easy at first, people 
started coming on board. Eventually a majority of the community around 
that mine were on board and now most speak with one voice which is a 
good thing. We are now even invited by different media groups and even 
the national radio station to voice our concerns. In the past it was impos-
sible to get a national forum or platform. 

We mostly come from rural areas where people are uneducated, and 
where life is hard. In this situation it is wise to have community forums so 
as to engage people and really discuss with them their hardships since the 
mine came in. 

Maluti Community Development Forum, Lesotho

Letebele Pae 

How a community created power
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As the President of Maluti Community Development Forum (MCDF) in 
Lesotho I believe that it is important that each community affected by 
mining must understand who they are and must identify their goal. Is the 
goal to let the status quo prevail, that is to say, to let mining continue as 
is; do we want a total shut down of extractive industries; or do we want to 
share in the proceeds from mining?

Personally I believe that unless we are very clear as communities, the 
society of Lesotho and as Africa member states, regarding our objective 
and what we want, we are likely to have endless workshops, forums, and 
dialogues that will take us nowhere. 

While this is a difficult subject to explore, due to diverse views we cannot 
avoid this question owing to its importance and our need for guiding 
principles to make headway. 

In most instances the Letseng Diamond Mine, Kao Diamond Mine and 
Liqhobong Diamond Mine in Lesotho capitalised on the community 
weakness of not knowing exactly what they want and not asserting their 
rights. 

I want to give one example of how this happened in Mokhotlong near the 
Lesteng Diamond Mine. There was once a budget from the Letseng Diamond 
Mine in excess of 13 million US dollars and the mine failed to consult with the 
people on what they wanted, but instead imposed a project of woolsheds. 
But there were already woolsheds in the community. The project resulted 
in a huge division amongst community farmers and saw some members 
expelled from the Farmers Association that had been clearly co-opted by 
the Letseng Diamond Mine. The expelled farmers became vulnerable and 
helpless until we came up with the Maluti Community Development Forum. 

The Maluti Community Development Forum has proved to be very 
successful in mobilising the Mokhotlong community and other communities 
affected by mining in Lesotho. Currently the community of Kolo in the 
Mafeteng District in the southern part of Lesotho has approached the MCDF 
to come to its rescue owing to the adverse effects of mining in their area. 

The formation of the MCDF has proved vital for the power of the people. 

Thabo Lerotholi
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The forum can easily mobilise the community so that they have a platform 
from which to make a legal stand in the courts of law and at all social 
dialogues. Having had this great success the community must state 
unequivocally their demands and objectives. They need to determine the 
way forward. And to do this they need to determine the destiny of mining 
in Lesotho. 

Building community power is pretty important for many reasons. It 
instils and inculcates confidence in our people, especially in the face of 
their struggles against gigantic and powerful multi-national corporations. 
Most communities around the mines in Lesotho are illiterate, yet they are 
so rich in knowledge about their diverse cultures and traditions. But all 
that knowledge can be eroded and lost by the imperialist ideologies that 
come with mining, if they are not empowered.  

The best way for a community to create power is through mobilization 
and forming legally constituted forums and associations that give them 
locus standi in judicio. 

• A small committed group can move a community.
• To gain access to the community, sometimes activists need to 

win support of traditional leaders. 
• Start with the community, talk to all of them, inform and educate 

them. The community’s weakness is often its lack of knowledge 
of their rights. 

• Recognise that the community has their own knowledge and 
understanding of their situation. Listen to them, learn from 
them.

• Help the community clarify goals and develop a plan, this will 
help them speak with one voice. 

Organising lessons
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In 2013, as President of the Maluti Community Development Forum, I 
consulted with the Executive Committee of the Forum and the Mokhotlong 
community around the Letseng Diamond Mine and other mines to see how 
we would make a breakthrough regarding corruption, nepotism, and bias. 
These were all so conspicuously clear yet nobody said anything about this. 

We agreed with the general public that serious, aggressive, robust, radical 
action be taken against the Letseng Diamond Mine. 

Trucks and small cars were prepared for the biggest march ever against 
the Letseng mine. We obtained a permit from the Mokhotlong Police with 
no problem. (Unlike this year where I was denied a permit for no good 
reason). 

We arrived at Letseng in the early hours of the day and disembarked 
from our lorries. We had prepared a petition with a long list of community 
grievances. We sang and chanted our beautiful slogans such as ‘Forward 
we go no matter what.’ We had also prepared food for the protestors. More 
than 1000 people were in attendance and this is a big number considering 
the population of Lesotho is less than 2 million. 

We handed our petition to the CEO and four other members of management 
of Letseng Mine. We were assured that a meeting would be called in which 
government, Letseng Mine and our Forum would debate the issues of 
concern to us.   

After 30 days, a day before the actual meeting, we received a letter 
from the CEO of the mine with serious threats that we would meet fierce 
resistance from national security agents if we ever repeated that petition. 

The community was frustrated. We repeated the march in 2016. This time 
our march was frustrated by the Mokhotlong police in an unprecedented, 
gross violation of human rights. 

As we were organizing this second big march against the Letseng 
Diamond Mine around February 2016, the Minister of Mining called a 
meeting to which community leadership were invited. But more surprising 
the very mine too, Letseng Diamond Mine that we were petitioning, was 

Our power is our persistence

Thabo Lerotholi
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also invited. In that meeting the Minister was so pompous and made a joke 
of everybody, including traditional leadership. He vehemently opposed 
our intended march and subsequently unleashed a high number of heavily 
armed police to thwart the march. 

People taking part in the march were tortured. They were brought out of 
the trucks that were transporting them, and ordered to squat and jump like 
frogs. Among these was an 85-year-old man. It was such a sad story.

What begs the question is was it really necessary to be so heavy handed 
on the unarmed and ordinary public?

In February 2016, I can’t remember the exact day but it was the beginning 
of the month, and community activists had organized a march to petition 
the Letseng Diamond Mine. 

I received a call from one of my friends from the capital city Maseru that 
morning. He told me that he had heard that the Minister of Mines had 
ordered police to stop the march, for what reasons, he did not know. 

Around 11 a.m. I waited with some community members for the trucks to 
arrive to carry us to the mine. We waited by the road that passes through 
our village to the Letseng Mine. As we waited I received another call from a 
community member who was in town, also waiting for the trucks. He told 
me that there were heavily armed police in town and they had just stopped 
one of the trucks transporting people to the march. 

We took a taxi to town to see what was happening. Upon our arrival 
we saw that two trucks carrying the demonstrators had been stopped by 
heavily armed policemen. What I saw was disturbing. People were offloaded 
from the back and were made to leap frog. Among them was this 85-year-
old man. You can imagine what was going through my mind. I was even 
more shocked to see some of our community members laughing at those 
who were being forced to leap frog. It hurt to see that some community 
members found this amusing. I concluded that we really need to educate 
people about what is happening in our society. Maybe this attitude will 
change so that we can all have one voice in order to achieve our goals. 

Letebele Pae 
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• The community can become overwhelmed by their problems, 
lose hope, and become passive. The role of the activist is to 
motivate, challenge and inspire them to powerful action. 

• The law can be the first step in a long struggle for change.
• Legal action should be backed by community mobilization.
• Corporations will use delays and threats and call on the police to 

repress the community. Be alert and devise the right response.
• Government is often on the side of the company and uses the 

police to intimidate people. Remind government officials that 
they are there to serve the people not the corporation.

• At times we may have to cooperate with the mining company to 
win short-term gains. This is a difficult question which activists 
must debate.

• Keep clear of party political agendas 
• Our struggle is slow and can spread over many years. People 

will get frustrated and intimidated. 
• Our power is our persistence regardless. Change will come in 

ways we least expect.    

Organising lessons
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When mining started in Chiadzwa people were very happy. They thought 
they were going to benefit from mining. The communities of Chimanimani, 
Chipinge, and Buhera were also looking forward to mining development in 
their areas in Chiadzwa. 

However these were just expectations. The reality was not like that. 
Marange Diamonds brought poverty to the community. 

In areas of Gudyanga ward 20 and Hotsprings ward 5 of Chimanimani 
District the community uses water of Save and Odzi rivers for domestic 
use, fishing and for livestock. The mining companies in Chiadzwa started 
polluting the two rivers, which resulted in the death of livestock, especially 
cattle. Communities were no longer able use water for domestic use. People 
started to wonder why the mining companies were doing this as they used 
these two rivers for water for domestic use and for livestock and farming.

The mining companies responsible for discharging their effluent in the 
Save and Odzi Rivers, were Mbada, DMC, Marange Resources, Jinani and 
Anjin. 

The community reported the matter to the Government departments such 
as EMA and Veterinary. They reported the issue of water pollution to the 
Environmental Management Agency (EMA), whilst they reported the death 
of livestock to Veterinary.

Mrs Kareyi a board member of Save Odzi Community Network Trust 
(SOCNET) reported the death of her cattle to the ward Veterinary Officer. 
He referred her to the District Officer who referred her to the Provincial 
Officer. This led EMA to join the Veterinary office in a post-mortem to 
investigate the death of livestock believed to be caused by water pollution 
by the mining Companies in Chiadzwa. 

SOCNET did a follow up of the results at the Veterinary provincial offices 
and SOCNET did a great job in approaching EMA on water pollution. 
However SOCNET understands that EMA do not have much power on issues 
of environmental management in the diamond areas of Chiadzwa whilst 
Veterinary do not have power to release results related to diamond activities 

SOCNET, Zimbabwe

Zakeu Nhachi

Challenging companies to stop water 
pollution
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especially on negative impacts. We found that the current Government 
officials have their own special interests in the diamond mining activities in 
Chiadzwa, and are not willing to assist the community.

This did not go well for the community. So we approached the traditional 
leaders to look into this. The traditional leaders did not take action. We then 
got in touch with the Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association (ZELA) and 
with their help we took legal action in 2012. Five people filled in affidavits, 
and I was one of these five. We filed papers in court through our lawyers. 

The mining companies argued that the community has no power to sue 
them. But we did not end there. We filed further papers in the Constitutional 
Court challenging the mining companies and the Environmental Agency 
(EMA). The Constitutional Court judged in favour of the community – that 
the community can sue the mining companies. We next proceeded to file 
papers in the High Court. When we filed papers some mining companies 
started to prepare slime dams. 

In July 2016 we held a round table meeting with lawyers of the mining 
companies. At that discussion Mbada, Marange Resources and DMC 
confirmed that they were polluting the rivers and they promised to stop 
polluting. 

Anjin and Jinani dismissed the accusation, saying they never polluted and 
the case against these two companies has yet to be heard in court.  

The Community currently does not understand the position of government 
on issues of pollution as government is not taking action to stop pollution.

• Action can start with a simple report to government even if 
there is no response. Following the procedures is an important 
first step.

• Government officials may have private interests in mining.
• Government departments may be reluctant to force the 

corporations to change even though the law gives them power. 
• Traditional leaders may not have power or be reluctant to use 

their power against the corporations.
• A strong legal case can force the company to talk before going to 

court. In this case law is a weapon to pressure the corporation.

Organising lessons
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In Chiadzwa there is a Chinese company called Anjin Diamond Mining 
Company which is mining Diamonds in Chirasika village. This mining 
company was moving around the neighbouring villages and districts 
for prospecting. They were especially interested in the districts around 
Marange Mutare. 
One day they also came into our village Nhachi in Chimanimani District. 
They moved around the village and took soil samples, without informing 
or consulting anyone, not even the village head. 
When people saw the Chinese moving around the village they started to 
question whether their movements were official. People started to gather. 
When I heard this I followed them only to find that they were in the protected 
area of the Nhachi family – the Royal family – shrine. I approached them but 
they were not interested to talk to me. I went back to the community and 
we mobilized to confront them as a community. When we got to them they 
asked to talk to me. I asked them to explain their mission in our village, 
and whether they had permission. They told us if we want to know more 
about their permission we should ask the President of our country as he 
is the one who gave them permission. This did not go down well with the 
community. We told them to report to the President that the people of 
Nhachi Village are not allowing prospecting activities in our village. People 
started to sing revolutionary songs. The company officials disappeared. 

The importance of activist training 

As a community activist I was capacitated by ZELA on community 
monitoring during trainings. I was also capacitated on how to interact with 
the community, how to collect information from the community, and on 
environmental, cultural, economic and social rights. 
After the workshops with the community in Nhachi Village, Chimanimani, 
Manicaland, the community became strong and were able to confront any 
power. This showed me that the capacity we were given by ZELA and that 
we shared with the community gave power to the community itself. 
When the community understands their rights they have no fear. Knowledge 
is power. There is nothing you can do without knowledge of how to do 
something and why you are doing it. This gives you the power to demand. 

How a community created power
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• Government and companies cut deals at a high level and in 
secret from the community. 

• Training of activists is an important step in power building.  
Training includes 

• how to interact with the community, 
• how to collect information from the community, 
• understanding environmental, cultural, economic and social 

rights.
• Training workshops give the community strength to challenge 

the powerful, knowledge gives power to create demands.

Organising lessons
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There are divisions in my community along political lines, and because of 
this it is difficult to approach certain people. The Zimbabwe Consolidated 
Mining Company, mining diamonds in Manicaland Province, Mutare District 
in Chiadzwa was to destroy the only borehole and the cattle-dipping tank 
in Tinoengana Village. 

This was to affect mostly women and children. It was an issue that affected 
most villagers no matter what their political understanding. Five villages in 
Chiadzwa were to lose their most valuable resource – their cattle – if the 
cattle dipping tank was destroyed. Summer is the season when there are 
lots of ticks and if not managed properly 1500 cattle would die. 

Realising this danger as a community activist I visited a family known 
for not cooperating when it comes to collective action. They depend as a 
family on the two structures under threat and they own the largest herd 
of cattle. The wife is known to be vocal when it comes to arguing. So I 
approached them first and discussed many issues, among these the issue of 
the destruction of the dipping tank and borehole. I highlighted the dangers 
of destroying the two most important structures without an alternative. I 
pointed out how they will struggle to send their children to school if they 
lose their cattle. The husband supported my claim and also highlighted 
that the ploughing field had been taken by ZCDC mining company. 

So together we agreed that he also be part of the mobilising group to 
meet with the affected communities. I suggested that his wife mobilises 
women. I went further to suggest that the husband and I both visit the 
traditional village head who was also affected and facing relocation since 
the mining operations were taking place at his doorstep. When we got 
to the village head’s homestead we found a large number of women and 
children present. This gave me the impression that there was a problem 
in the area. We learnt that they had gathered here as they were concerned 
about severe dust from the mine and about possible relocation of their 
village. 

We set a date for a meeting of all the affected villages and among other 

Marange Development Trust, Zimbabwe

Malvern Mudiwa

The Importance of Unity in Building 
Community Power
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things the meeting decided to demonstrate against the malpractice of 
the mining company. The village communities of Tinoengana, Makotamu, 
Banda, Chingome and Chibiya became united and pledged to work with me 
and my organisation – the Marange Development Trust. 

The community mobilized to demonstrate against the company and it 
was mostly women who took part in this mobilization. The mine manager 
came to meet the angry villagers and after extensive discussion they finally 
agreed to suspend the mining operation and not to destroy the dipping 
tank and borehole until the company built alternatives. The demand was 
that they construct a dipping tank at a more central place so that all villages 
can access this, and to drill three boreholes. The company agreed to this as 
a result of powerful community voices.

I had an opportunity also to invite some members of Tinoengana village 
to a Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association (ZELA) workshop on 
problems affecting mining communities. Amongst those who attended was 
Mr Nyazika a community member as well as a former ward counsellor who 
is now playing an instrumental role in bringing the community together in 
solving community problems.

Why it is important to build community power

The importance of building community power is that the chances of 
success are very high. The chances of being taken seriously and of being 
attended to are high if the entire village, together with women, men and 
youth go to the mine and demand an audience. It is easy for a mining 
company to dismiss and ignore one person. But when a group of community 
members complain about the same issue it is not so easy to dismiss them. 

Organising lessons

• To build community power activists need to find ways to unite 
community members across different interests. 

• Women play an important role in community action and there-
fore must be included at all levels and from the start of the 
action. 

• Courts can be used to protect community.
• It is easy for those in power to ignore one individual. Ignoring 

a group who are united in action is not so easy.
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I work for the Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association, which is a public 
interest environmental law organisation and we use the law to protect 
the environment. We are an organization that believes in evidence-based 
advocacy and carries out research before implementing any intervention. 
We seek to promote democracy, good governance, transparency and 
accountability within the natural resources sector. Among our wide range 
of interventions, we focus and pay particular attention to the plight of 
communities living near and/or affected by mining operations in selected 
mining areas such as Mutoko, Shurugwi, Zvishavane, Mhondoro Ngezi 
and Marange. Community members in these districts would just bear 
the negative impact of mining including the violations of Environmental, 
Economic, Social and Cultural rights. 

One sad thing was to note that the communities were not even aware of 
these rights. Interventions by ZELA included raising awareness on these 
rights and facilitating ways in which the communities can defend and 
demand these rights. 

Among the interventions include linking up the mining affected 
communities with their leaders through facilitating dialogue sessions 
(Zimbabwe Alternative mining indabas, Provincial alternative mining 
indabas). Leaders include members of parliament, councilors, Chiefs, local 
authorities and government officials. 

As part of capacity building ZELA supports community members to 
conduct community led research which will allow them to dig deeper into 
the issues and draw advocacy activities from the research. An example 
is a research that was done by community members in Zvishavane which 
was meant for the communities to have an in-depth understanding on 
the causes of the conflicts and find lasting solutions bringing about 
transformative development through mining. Community monitors and 
community representatives at engagement forums with mining companies 
have limited knowledge and understanding of opportunities and challenges 
to drive transformative socio-economic development and environmental 

Zimbabwe Environmental Law Association (ZELA), Zimbabwe

Joyce Nyamukunda

The NGO role is to tap into power that the 
community already has
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protection in Mhondongori ward. As a result, they lack a solid grounding on 
comprehensive mining impacts to consider when monitoring and crafting 
the agenda for engaging with mining companies, government departments 
and the local authorities. Furthermore, evidence-based research on mining 
impacts are mainly driven by civil society organizations, thereby limiting the 
involvement, ownership and empowerment of the affected Mhondongori 
communities. The community led research empowered the community to 
understand the opportunities for engagement with the mining companies 
operating within Zvishavane. A meeting was done with the communities 
which was facilitated by ZELA and this allowed communities to identify 
their priority issue for research. They were trained on research methods, 
how to gather data, tools development and how to analyse and write a 
report. 

ZELA also facilitates exchange and learning visits for mining affected 
communities nationally and regionally. Exchange visits were done to other 
mining districts in Zimbabwe and in South Africa. This was attended by 
mining affected communities who shared experiences and exchanged 
ideas on advocacy. 

One of the challenges that ZELA faces includes the frustrations by the 
mining communities on advocacy work which takes a bit of time to achieve 
change. To address the challenge, ZELA links its advocacy work with 
communities with service delivery programmes that would supplement and 
assist communities with some of the challenges they face. An example 
is the provision of clean water for the Marange community affected by 
diamond mining through pollution of the SAVE ODZI river. In partnership 
with Action AID, ZELA drilled boreholes for the community.

Work by Non-Governmental Organisations is driven by a number of 
different objectives. NGOs that work with communities should bear in 
mind that the people in communities affected by mining are not empty 
vessels that need to be filled up with knowledge. Personally l think that 
the role of NGOs is to facilitate change and development by tapping into 
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Organising lessons

the power that the communities already have. The role of NGOs is not 
to provide solutions to the challenges being faced by communities but 
to facilitate a process that raises questions and emotions, allowing the 
communities to dig deep and find the root causes to their problems. 
NGOs must not complicate the already existing situation on the ground – 
before any facilitation and coming up of interventions and programmes, it 
is important to do research and understand the context, and master the 
generative themes of a community.  

• People in communities affected by mining are often not aware 
of their rights and lack information that can enable to them to 
challenge mining companies and government.

• NGOs with legal and technical skills can play a crucially important 
role in building community power by facilitating and supporting 
communities to understand the root causes of problems, by 
providing information and building community skills to take up 
their demands. 

• While NGOs can play this crucial role they need to make sure 
they do not take over community struggles. NGO staff need 
to respect local knowledge, have a clear understanding of the 
community, and realise that their role is to tap into the power 
that the communities already have. 
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One important aspect for activists building community power is 
understanding the dynamic make-up of the community. Being clear of the 
end result you want to achieve when mobilizing the community is another 
key aspect to consider. 

It is important to know the entry point as communities are different, and 
composed of different age groups with different expectations. 

In our recent activity in the last week of November 2016, EITA sensitized 
and encouraged communities in Chavuma district in the North Western 
Province of Zambia to create community environmental monitoring groups 
to monitor upcoming mining activities. 

These activities have not yet started but various explorations are currently 
being undertaken in the district by Anglo-American. Currently Chavuma 
district has a population of around 39,755. The communities in this district 
are vulnerable, not organised and without a strategy or plan in relation to 
the powerful mining corporates.

We first held a meeting with the District Natural Resources Sub-committee 
that comprises various government departments in the district and the local 
authority as well as local councillors of the wards we were targeting. We 
spoke to them about the importance of forming community environmental 
monitoring groups. We then met the community members of these wards. 
We asked that women and youth should also attend and it should not be 
men only. 

At this meeting we raised the idea of forming environmental monitoring 
groups to look into the adverse effects of mining activities. The community 
members realised the importance of forming groups. We encouraged the 
community to use the Community Environmental Monitoring and Advocacy 
Tool (CEMAT), which we had developed in our work in other mining areas 
such as the Copperbelt and Solwezi. 

However, a key problem that came up in the meetings with the local 
authority and the community was the lack of information. We found people 
had little information of the mining exploration activities currently taking 

EITA, Zambia

Solomon Mwampikita

Activists building community power
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place.  
While the District Commissioner’s office was aware of the exploration by 

the mining company, the local authority was not informed. This prompted 
our organisation to organise another meeting with the District Natural 
Resources Sub-committee and the two communities we were working with 
to consolidate and find the way forward. 

Mining has been deemed a major driver for economic growth and 
development in many developing countries. However it has brought 
more harm than good for communities and the environment. It has 
led to displacement as in the case of Kalumbila mine in North Western 
Province in Zambia, where communities were moved to areas not 
conducive to sustaining their livelihoods through agriculture. This has 
led to disintegration of families. Houses built for them as compensation 
following displacement are too small and not in line with traditional and 
cultural practices of separate rooms apart from each other. This has created 
tension among community, mining company and government. The youth 
lack employment opportunities, and the mining company argues that local 
community members do not have the skills. 

The community rose up to take action due to various challenges they were 
facing in light of the new mining activities in the area. These challenges 

Campaigning for sustainable livelihoods

• It is important to understand the community’s dynamic make 
up. Different group interests can weaken action.

• While action can start with the official representatives of a 
community it is important to involve the entire community.

• Make a special effort to involve all groups in the community. 
• Do not restrict activities to the usual old men. Special effort 

must be made to include women and youth.

Organising lessons
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included loss of livelihoods and restrictions on accessing certain areas/bee 
keeping. Their struggle was spearheaded by the Musele Task Force, which 
engaged the help of NGOs that focus on corporate social responsibility.

The community has been able to demand beneficiation from investment in 
the area. With the help of EITA, they went to the Corporate Social Responsibility 
department of the company to demand alternative, sustainable means of 
benefitting from the investment apart from employment opportunities and 
infrastructure development. 

The mine has yielded to the community’s demand and advised the 
community to form groups for sustainability of community livelihoods that 
may supply or be contracted by the mine. Twenty-one women’s clubs were 
formed in the last quarter of 2015 but only five have been able to acquire 
the business certificates that are required to do business with the mining 
company. The other groups have had financial difficulties and expected 
EITA to fund them. We are yet to engage with the corporates to find ways 
of funding the groups that have fallen out.

The five groups started their operations in February, 2016. They engage 
in chicken rearing, vegetable growing and sewing of clothes to supply 
the mine. The sole objective of this initiative is for the communities, and 
especially women who tend to suffer more the effects of mining, to benefit 
from the investment in a sustainable manner. The initiative is yielding 
results. In fact this is the first of its kind for community beneficiation in a 
sustainable manner.

• While corporate social responsibility (CSR) is not an adequate 
resolution of community problems, it could be a way of getting 
some immediate gains for the community and a step towards 
uniting people to take action on demands that get to the root 
causes of their problem.
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The lower Zambezi Basin is home to a diverse ecosystem that supports 
different forms of life. Against this background the World Heritage 
Federation declared it a world heritage site and home to various forms of 
tourism. 

Sadly enough the then Minister of Environment overturned ZEMA’s 
(Zambia Environmental Management Agency) decision not to allow mining 
on the proposed site right in the heart of the lower Zambezi. 

This decision by the Minister overwhelmed the affected communities and 
concerned civil society organisations and prompted massive reaction as 
the livelihoods of the affected communities were at stake. Together with 
civil society organisations, the affected communities organized a protest to 
share their issues with the wider concerned population and this resulted in 
the arrest of all the protesters. 

28 March 2014 started as any other ordinary day. It was the day of the 
planned protest and I was one of the lead planners. The purpose of our 
protest was to express our displeasure at the planned operations of the 
Australian-owned Kangaluwi mining company. Our protest was directed 
at the Australian Prime Minister and SADC governments, and we chose the 
moment when the Australian Prime Minister was attending a SADC meeting 
hosted by Zambia to make our protest. 

The Australian Prime Minister’s visit to Zambia coincided with the 
awarding of the mining contract to the Australian mining company. 
Zambia was hosting this SADC meeting and all or most Southern African 
government representatives were in Lusaka to meet the visiting Australian 
Prime Minister. So my and I team wanted to tell the Prime Minister that 
his investment agenda is irresponsible and disregarding of the lives of 
Zambians. 

I managed to get a permit for the planned protest, and as the protest 
was organized at short notice we worked overnight to develop messages 
on placards and banners. We developed messages such as “Minerals are 
safe in the ground,” “We need Investors not Infesters,” “Our Zambia our 

Centre for Environmental Justice (CEJ), Zambia

Boniface Mumba

Power created from arrests
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Minerals”. 
The planning was for over 50 protestors but we ended up with only 6 

people. Others pulled out, I guess because of failed courage and political 
patronage issues. After 30 minutes of protest and singing of revolutionary 
songs the numbers increased and all of a sudden the riot police came in 
full gear. My fellow protesters and I were rounded up and locked up for 
questioning for the whole day. We were released after being warned and 
cautioned.

The arrests received high levels of publicity and what was at first a power 
limitation created its own power for the campaign. This campaign became a 
national issue. Immediately after the release of the protesters, communities 
and civil society organisations filed for an injunction to stay the execution 
of the decision by the minister to allow mining on the proposed site. The 
communities and CSOs achieved a milestone. Currently the case is in court 
as the company appealed against the judgement.

My work with communities is interesting and allows me to encounter 
amazing experiences both good and bad. It has been an amazing experience 
to see how years of consistent knowledge building enabled a community to 
take the lead in addressing their concerns. Before the knowledge building 
work this community did not know how to engage in addressing its own 
challenges.  

Building community power is very important but this is not without its 
challenges. Many are the times I feel like letting go of the struggle because 

The importance of involving all 
community actors

• Action by a small group at the right moment and right place can 
have a powerful impact.

• What may seem like a limitation, such as arrests, can be turned 
into a source of power with the help of the media.

• Sometimes we succeed by chance and not by plan.
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some experiences can be soul changing.Community is at the centre of my 
work as an activist but I have realised that there are times when I do not move 
at the same pace and page as the community. I realise that communities 
will never be all equal in thought and commitment at a particular moment.

I participate in and lead a youth focused reproductive health campaign in 
mining communities. The campaign objective was to create self-awareness, 
safer-sex and value of education among both male and female youth. The 
campaign received positive feedback from both female and male youth 
but later faced resistance from the parents who objected to our talking 
about sex in public and openly. We had to revisit our strategy, and we now 
approach parents, clergymen and women, and traditional leaders as part 
of our target group. We engage their input and this has meant that parents 
now take the leading role in engaging their children from within the home.

I learnt the lesson that every community issue affects everyone either 
directly or indirectly. So even if you are working on a youth or women’s issue 
you need to involve all community actors so that they have an identified 
role, no matter how small it may seem. As an activist I need to be aware 
and be sensitive to the needs of community actors. We should never forget 
that as activists we are still ordinary community members.  

• Organising is not easy due to differences in the community. 
Therefore, it is important to include all groups.

• Activists often go at a different pace to community, this could lead 
to problems. 

• Activists need to listen carefully to the community to avoid conflict.
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In 1998 a community called Kafwe did the unthinkable: they built their 
own hospital against the will of the government.

Kafwe district lies 45 Km south of Lusaka, the capital city of Zambia. The 
entire district did not have a hospital. There was only one small clinic and 
a rural health post which serviced the entire population of over 100 000 
people. 

The community wrote to the government ministry of health to request 
that they consider building a hospital for the district as the population was 
growing and their health needs were increasing. The response from the 
Ministry of Health was negative. They said that a hospital for the district 
was not in their budget. 

So the community mobilized itself through churches, schools, women’s 
groups, youth, bus drivers, farmers who all came together and decided ‘We 
are building the hospital ourselves as we are directly affected’. The Catholic 
Church donated a huge piece of land. 

When the first phase of the hospital project was completed, the President 
Dr. Fredrick TJ Chiluba was accompanied by the Health Minister to officially 
open the first phase. When government saw what the community was doing 
they decided to create a fund, through the Zambia social investment fund, 
to support the completion of phases 2 and 3 of the hospital. 

To date the Kafwe District Hospital is owned by the community and 
supported by the government. 

Building community power through self-
help actions

• Building community power is not restricted to action challeng-
ing authority. It can be the result of a community self-help 
initiative.
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Vale Mozambique coal company occupied the entire production area of 
the community of Bagamoyo. The community had nowhere to go for their 
agricultural activity. They had no pasture, no fields, no access to firewood 
or grass for their houses. So the population destroyed the company’s fence 
to get access to these goods in the company’s premises. 

I consider this destruction of the fence as the power of the community. 
They were not afraid of the police or the government, much less of the 
company. The community showed that it was prepared to take action at 
being deprived of their rights and property.  

It is important to build community power because the community is the 
most exploited class and the most marginalized. They are a targeted, long-
suffering class. Much work is needed because this class accepts everything 
and only wakes up later from being an illiterate class. It is a class who can 
be deceived and exploited. They can be cheated and can end up accepting 
the little they are offered. The Government does nothing to defend the 
community. That is why activists need to do a lot of grassroots work.

Associação dos oleiros de Moatize, Mozambique

Izak A.S. Sinababa

Awareness builds power

• Sometime community action may require breaking the law 
when community believes that they are unjustly treated and 
the authorities do not listen to them.

• Taking radical action can awaken the consciousness of the 
community. 
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In 2011 the Vale coal company came to make a survey. All of us brick 
makers were without work. Vale had made it impossible for us to produce. 
The company had taken all the productive land on which we made bricks. 
When we tried to speak to Vale they would say contact your government. 
When we went to the Government they told us to go to Vale. They were 
playing a blame game. 

We were hoping for compensation of MT 120, 000.00 for each brick maker. 
But we were only paid MT 60,000.00. This raised many problems among 
the brick makers. Our lawyer tried to submit documents in Court. But the 
government controls the Court and they did not listen to our claims. The 
government in turn got a group to destroy us. This group came to assault 
me in my house. They almost killed me. 

We, the brick makers committee, sat down and planned a demonstration. 
We had no money nor political power. First we mobilised the community 
to make them aware. We made food contributions. We marked the day of 
the event. We occupied the Vale office for three days. Vale felt the heat and 
talked to the Government and in turn the Government sent the police. They 
took us to jail and we had to appear in Court.                       

Through the demonstration we managed to take the company to Court. It 
is not easy taking a multinational company to Court. That was a big victory 
for the brick makers. 

Determination and not being intimidated

• The courts are sometimes on the side of companies and the 
government. 

• Activists are sometimes placed at risk of violence; we must be 
aware of this but not intimidated.

• Actions we take may have surprising outcomes. In this case, the 
community could not get a hearing from the company or the 
courts. But because they were detained and taken to the court, 
their issue got exposure. 
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In 2010 the Vale company started its coal operations close to the Ncthenga 
community. Many people had to be relocated to make way for the mine. The 
river the community relied on for drinking and domestic use was polluted 
by the coal mine, so the community had water problems. The community 
was sure that the water was not good for human consumption.

Civil Society Organisations with AAAJC and CCM (Conselho Cristão 
de Moçambique) started working with the community. With the help of 
community leader António Massavula, the community asked Vale and the 
government to test the water. So, a team collected water samples for testing 
with the knowledge of the Vale company. The test proved that the water 
was polluted and that the community should not consume it.

Vale was forced to admit the problem and agreed to provide an alternative 
water supply for the communities through water tanks brought by trucks. 
But this supply is not regular and at times the community is without 
water for two, or even at times three days. The trucks cannot be relied on 
especially on rainy days when road conditions are bad. The community 
has also taken up the fight for education and health because there are no 
schools and hospitals in the area where the community was relocated. 

AAAJC and the communities are continuing to mobilise at the District 
Government level in order to push that the communities get relocated. 
The mining company is getting closer and closer to the community’s area. 
Two months ago the community handed a letter to the administrator of the 
District of Moatize about relocation and we are still waiting for answers. 
But we are not giving up and we are continuing doing advocacy.

Experiences of Associação de Apoio e Assistência Jurídica às Comu-
nidades (AAAJC), Mozambique

Stela Malola

Being alert and persistent builds power
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In Mozambique, more concretely in the province of Tete, the powers that 
restrict the communities are the economic powers of companies and the 
political powers of government.

The community has been able to create power through unity. They have 
organised themselves to fight against the companies. A historic case is the 
case of the community of Cassoca.

Jindal is an Indian company that started its prospecting activities in 2012. 
The community most affected by their mining operations is the community 
of Cassoca which is very close to the mine - about 500 meters from the 
mine. Government at national level had full knowledge that the community 
of Cassoca would be exposed to dust and noise from the explosions, and 
that their lives would be affected directly.

When they became aware of their rights, the community mobilized and 
demonstrated. Their actions resulted in the closure of the mine for one 
day. The company entered into talks with community representatives and 
drafted a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the company and 
the community.

One of the points of the MoU was the issue of relocation. This was 
scheduled to take place one year and six months after signing, with a total 

Power from a successful first action

• Gathering evidence through testing water, can strengthen the 
demand of the community and allow them to build pressure. 
This builds community confidence and gets then to be active. 

• The community has to be alert and persistent. Getting a response 
or an agreement from the company does not mean that there 
will be implementation.
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of 560 houses to be built for the affected families. But to date only ten 
houses have been built and another twenty-nine are in process. 

When members of the community ask the reasons for the delay, the 
company says it is due to the quality of the houses, that they are building 
homes of quality. But the community has not stopped taking this up. The 
community is still pushing for completion of the houses. 

After being resettled by the ICVL Mining Company the community of 
Mualadzi was left abandoned and without livelihoods. Community members 
complained about their lost livelihoods just after the resettlement, but they 
were not heard by the Government. 

AAAJC carried out an action. We mobilised and organised the community and 
established a CGRN (Comitê de Gestão de Recursos Naturais) management 
committee in the community. We provided training to community members 
on issues related to mining legislation and resettlement, land, environment, 
forestry and wildlife. We also trained the community on working together. 

Setting up structures can help build 
power

• Supporting a community to take a simple action on a community 
issue may lead to response from government or the mine. 

• The community will be inspired by the first action and will grow 
in confidence and become committed to a longer struggle. This 
enables the activists to organise the community on a higher 
level.
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The CGRN wrote a letter to the district Government, and drew the 
attention of government officials and the Administrator of the district 
to their problems. The Administrator of the District had not visited the 
resettled community of Mualadzi in the past. But she now came to the 
community and heard their concerns and problems. Even though she did 
not have immediate solutions, her presence was seen as a positive step. 
From that day on the community feels represented by the Management 
Committee-CGRN. 

Kapanga is a zone of Moatize district which is badly affected by mine 
dust due to the mining activities of the ICVL mining company. The Kapanga 
community is living with problems of air pollution due to dust from mining 
activities 400 meters from their residential area. The sound of explosives 
roars through the community when the mine detonates explosives.

700 families are waiting for relocation. Their relocation was planned for 
an urban area but to date there are no signs of relocation. Even worse 
with the shift of companies from Rio Tinto to ICVL we don’t know who is 
responsible. Rio Tinto, now an extinct company, started the mine and their 
operations were taken over by the ICVL mining company.

The affected community members wrote several letters to the company 

Hope comes from united actions

• Building a community structure and giving them education and 
training must be followed by an action if it is to be successful.
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and the government but no one listened. So in 2015, 700 families affected 
by the dust came out in protest. 

At four o’clock on the 13th November 2015, these 700 families took 
to the streets and blocked the main entrance of the mining company, 
demanding their relocation. Pregnant women, some women with children 
under five years, some men of all ages took part in this demonstration to 
claim their rights.

But the Mozambique Republic police force along with the so-called 
‘special operations groups’ from the mine released tear gas, fired live 
bullets and injured five people, two seriously. Government does not defend 
the population but rather defends the company and sends police to repress 
the protesters.

Before the withdrawal of the AAAJC from the site where the demonstration 
took place, the community said that they will not be set back from demanding 
their rights. But they would change their struggle strategy. They said they 
will not go to looking for the company or the Government any more, that 
the company and Government should seek out the Kapanga community to 
negotiate with them.

• Write letters, but at some point the last resort is the action of 
the community. 

• Non-action leads to loss of hope.
• Action, even if it does not bring immediate success, will create 

a possibility for further action.
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Mining companies come to our countries without consulting communities 
and the community has little information on what is happening. People are 
forced to leave their land to make way for the mining companies, and their 
livelihoods are threatened. When mining activities are over the companies 
do not rehabilitate the land. They leave open shafts which are dangerous 
for children, animals and the community at large. 

Through my Fredskorpset exchange experience I saw how community 
monitoring can bring change in the community. As Norwegian Church 
Aid Tanzania we introduced a community monitoring programme called 
Tanzania Youth Community Monitoring Programme. We started in Dar-
es-Salaam and expanded to Bahi District in Dodoma where NCA partner 
Christian Council of Tanzania is operating. In Bahi there were a lot of 
different mining activities taking place. 

We choose to work with youth because we believe youth are the future 
and if the future does not understand the community and its problems 
there will be no better future for Tanzania. Youth are the agents of 
change and with the right information they can bring about change in the 
community. They can inform the community and monitor public projects 
and mining companies. If communities are informed about their rights 
and are able to communicate their problems through writing I believe the 
message will reach the right people and someday there will be changes in 
the communities affected by mining. 

With this programme we hope to be bring about a small change to 
communities around mining. So that they understand and find ways to 
address their problems, and will be able to challenge and hold companies 
accountable. 

The Community Monitoring Programme is a tool for organising the 
community and especially youth to be active on issues of accountability 
and transparency. Our plan is to create youth monitors around mining 
areas so that they can monitor the activities of mining companies and hold 
them accountable. The youth monitors collect evidence and testimonies, 

NCA, Tanzania

Nizar Seleman Utanga

Young women and men as agents of 
change
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and act as informants in their communities. 
We recruit youth aged 18 to 35 from different faith based organisations, 

who are active in their communities, who have knowledge of reading and 
writing and who live in villages where our partner organisations are working. 
These are unemployed youth or youth with temporary employment. There 
are 25 monitors - 11 women and 14 men.

We train these young people in communication skills, writing skills, and 
analysis. We help them to express themselves freely, and we help them to 
understand their community problems and ways of solving these problems. 
Youth make up a huge percentage of the Tanzanian population, and many 
of them are not unemployed. We believe that with the right information 
youth can be agents of change in their communities. Youth can also share 
information with their parents and relatives. 

The skills we provide enable young women and men to inform their 
community and have debates on accountability. They help youth to monitor 
everything that is happening in their community including how public 
funds are spent, with a view to holding the mining companies and leaders 
accountable. 

The challenge we face in organising in the communities is government’s 
new law that limits NGO engagement in mobilising communities. The law 
limits community voices from reaching wider audiences as it states that 
only professional journalists can publish reports. 

It is important to build community power with knowledge because a 
community with knowledge of their rights can be very powerful. A community 
that understands its rights can have the confidence to ask questions when 
things are not going the way they should. This will help them to increase 
transparency and to hold leaders and companies accountable.

• Education and training of young women and men in the basic 
skills of monitoring community problems can be a start for 
powerful community action. 

• Knowing one’s rights builds confidence to ask questions as well 
as confidence to take action.
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In Mpamantwa village in Bahi District, Dodoma the community is 
well informed about rights as they have been empowered through the 
programme called PETS (Public Expenditure Tracking Survey) which trained 
them on how to follow up and track funds for public projects. 

The community was able to mobilise against the Sand Company that is 
mining the quarry in their village. They demanded that the company build 
a secondary school, provide clean water and construct a road that connects 
their village with other villages in Bahi. The company took a long time to 
implement these demands so the community took action. They mobilised 
to block the road and as a result the government ordered the company to 
close down until such time as they provided what the community wants. 

As a result the company constructed a borehole, a secondary school and 
a rough road. While community pressure got the company to respond in 
these ways, the community is not satisfied. The road is not to the standard 
they want, and the water supply is not sufficient to meet community needs. 
The community feels that the company could have done more. 

Mobilising and protesting to win 
demands

• Mobilisations and protests are important tactics to get voices 
heard and demands met.
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Building community power is the most challenging part of being an activist. 
In my community the majority of people are too focused on money. Activism 
is volunteering and they totally do not get themselves involved in activism. 
I have no one, no group during my activism work. The only ones I get help 
from in my village are two elders involved in the tribal council.
I had a huge challenge because in my village there is a big issue of a 
divided tribal council. Two groups are fighting against one another, and 
when I get help from one group I become the enemy of the other group. 
Even during protests or meetings a lot of people support the idea of taking 
action, but when the time comes for action the majority step back. Some 
attend meetings only to get information to send to their people

Bua Mining Communities (Bua MC), South Africa

Buda Lentswe

Building power is most challenging

• Building community is never easy. It requires changing the mind 
sets and motivating people, and resolving divisions.

• Activists must accept that change is never an overnight process 
and requires long and hard organising work.
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20 September is my birthday. I had a very nice day and I spent part of that 
day at the bush on my own, enjoying the sounds of the birds and animals. 
Although I was disturbed by the sounds of blasting from the mine. 

My night was very peaceful, until I was disturbed by the sound of a blowing 
whistle. It happened that the community of Motlhabe village had caught 
the Izinyoka guys (the guys who steal electricity cables), and were making 
a decision about what to do with them. It happened that these were three 
Zimbabwean guys about 30 to 40 years of age. The first one was caught 
around midnight, the other two were found around 9 am. The first one was 
heavily beaten by the crowd. The police came but they stood aside and did 
nothing, they said to the community that we must kill those guys, that they 
have had enough of the Izinyoka guys because they always arrest them and 
the courts release them. The police said maybe if one of them dies they 
might learn a lesson. 

That was one the saddest days of my life because that one guy was badly 
wounded. He could do nothing and there was no evidence to prove what he 
was being accused of. I just can’t take those images out of my mind. It is 
like Jesus died in my face.

You need to open your eyes, there is an invisible monster in your land, 
which is mining. It causes overcrowding which leads to more crime, and 
other problems. I truly don’t support the idea that “mining must fall” 
because our economic growth depends on mining. So I say let the mines be 
owned by the community. It is our land – we are supposed to be the ones to 
hire the mining companies. Let them invest in our mines, let us hire them 
before they hire our people.

Focus on the root causes to build power
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In 2013 mine workers from Rustenburg Minerals Development Company 
(RMDC) had enough of their bosses. They were doing hard labour but their 
salaries were not even close to satisfaction. They always got unfulfilled 
promises from the bosses. The mine workers came together and agreed to 
take action against the mine. They agreed on a strike but some were still 
going to work. So the workers who were on strike attacked those going 
to work. They would sing a song which says “tlhobola,” “take it all off”, 
meaning you must take off your clothes and be forced to dance naked in 
the street. The strike worked because the workers were asked to come 
back to work and their salaries were increased. The sad part is that some 
workers were retrenched in 2015.

Focus on the root causes to build power

• When communities act out of frustration they sometimes 
become violent. Community frustrations can lead to taking out 
their anger on easier targets, instead of targeting the more 
powerful companies who are the root cause of their problems.

• Violent action can weaken communities in the long run. 
• The challenge for activists is to be wise and strong enough to 

show the community alternative ways of taking action that will 
be powerful and build community.

Organising lessons

• Activists need to be in continual struggle mode as the bosses 
and those in power have many moves they can make to limit the 
power of workers and communities.

• Violence used to force members to join a strike can backfire 
against the strike.

Organising lessons
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In the past two years we witnessed radical action by communities affected 
by the Marula Platinum Mine in Limpopo Province. Marula mine has a license 
to mine platinum only and the chrome they find while mining they give to 
the communities affected by the mine operation who are then expected to 
sell the chrome to develop the area. A committee made up of the chief and 
local business people was selected to undertake the process, and proceeds 
were to be saved in a community trust fund account meant for development. 
However, the committee, along with the local chief are alleged to have 
squandered the money. The community complained about the distribution 
of wealth in that the chrome allocated by the mine to benefit the entire 
community was now benefitting the chief and a few business people. The 
community was angered that the Trust Fund was abused so that a few 
could live luxury lives while the majority of families were left destitute. The 
community also demanded employment of local people.

The community took action. During the action cars, buildings and mine 
property were burnt and destroyed. The public order police came to restore 
order but villagers were determined. Roads were blocked with stones and 
burning tyres. The mine ventilations were petrol bombed now and then to 
force the stoppage of operations. Mine management were at first reluctant 
to engage but the situation compelled them to seek to resolve the impasse. 
As a result, the mine has employed 60 new local people, and temporarily 
stopped the sale of community chrome. A new committee is being set up 
to carry out the sale of chrome. 

Sekhukhune Combined Mining Communities (SCMC), South Africa

Elton Thobejane

Radical actions are sometimes needed

Organising lessons

• Sometimes bringing about change may require radical commu-
nity action.
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In Limpopo councillors are regarded as servants of their political parties. 
Our communities are not aware that councillors are representatives of the 
broader community.  Civil society in general and community activists are 
reluctant to engage local government processes and reluctant to mobilise 
councillors for change. The challenge is to lobby councillors and build a 
sense that they are accountable to communities. 

We as activists and members of the community have tried to engage with 
several councillors in Maotsi villages in wards 8, 10 and 15, to make them 
aware that the community could recall them if they are not becoming part 
of the struggle. 

My experience as an activist has shown me that government processes do 
not really get community input. IDP (Integrated Development Plans) and SLP 
(Social and Labour Plans), for example, come to the community as finished 
products. The only thing they need is endorsement from the community. 
There is no proper consultation, and no space in these processes for the 
community to say what they want. These processes are not designed to 
foster change for communities. 

Mining companies are forced to adopt the IDP programmes in their Social 
and Labour Plans and this creates tensions during implementation because 
it is not what the communities want.

The solution is to create awareness that the power for change lies with 
the communities and that the councillor should represent the interests of 
the communities. In that way we will be building community power.

Challenging local government processes 
and local councillors to build community 
power
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It was the first action I planned since I started being an environmental 
activist. This took place in Maotsi, in Limpopo.

Those who had organised a march before guided us to have a community 
mandate. We went door to door to make community members aware. We 
asked people about their issues and whether they agreed with having a 
march. We managed to collect many signatures. The community identified 
issues like water pollution, air pollution, air quality, house cracks, health 
issues and land grabbing.

We planned to take the signatures to engage with the mine about the 
issues we identified when we went door to door. We were warned that 
Twickenham Mine uses court interdicts to try to stop marches. We went to 
the municipality the following week to get permission to march. We waited 
patiently for the lady who was supposed to help us. The municipality denied 
us permission to march and said we must negotiate with the mine as the 
mine told them they are always free to engage with us. 

Mmathapelo Thobejane

Consulting with the community to build 
power

• Mines and local councillors often do not follow the law and its 
procedures. Community action aimed at forcing them to follow 
the law is a source of community power.

• Government processes are often implemented in ways that limit 
community voice and the community needs to think strategi-
cally about engaging in such processes.

• Getting councillors to represent the interests of the people is an 
ongoing challenge.

Organising lessons
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We went for the second time to the Tubatse Municipality. We used the 
information we were given by Right To Know and Freedom of Expression 
Institute (FXI) to apply for permission for the march. We were sent to 
different people and we were told we were not allowed to participate in any 
gatherings for some period. But in the end we got permission to protest. 

With the help of MACUA (Mining Affected Communities United in Action) 
we picketed outside the premises of the mine before the march.  

The protest and march was a success. That day the community started to 
join when they saw that it was peaceful and that nobody was misbehaving.  
People came from the surrounding villages even though the mine used 
some community members to announce that everyone who takes part in 
the march will be jailed. 

In solidarity with other villages we managed to submit our memorandum. 
This was a great success for a community that was denied the benefit of 
marches for a long time.

• It is important that activists consult with the community and 
finds out the issues community members are most concerned 
about.

• Door to door work takes time but it is really important in building 
unity.

• Organising a successful march requires work before the march 
to get people’s support for the action. 

• A peaceful, legal march is important to build community 
participation and commitment. Patience is required to follow all 
the procedures and to be disciplined in the action. 

Organising lessons
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After identifying issues like water pollution, air pollution, air quality, 
house cracks, health issues and land grabbing, I thought it would be good 
if we as activists can divide into groups and focus on who must do what. 

That was how we came up with the idea of working in teams as 
environmental activists. We had teams for river monitoring, climate change 
and waste management. 

With the help of herdsmen, the river monitoring team learns of cows 
or livestock that die in the streams that flow into our main river, Motse. 
The herdsmen alert me to any accident in the streams leading from the 
Twickenham mine or the Hackney mine. We keep records so we have 
concrete evidence to open a case in court against the mine so that the 
herdsmen can get compensation for their lost livestock.

Recently we called the Department of Water and Sanitation to test the 
waters of our surrounding rivers. But after four months we are still waiting. 
Bench Marks took some of our water samples and AWARD (Association for 
Water and Rural Development) also promised to help us with water testing. 

It is important to build community power because if we stand together 
and work together we can work for change. With the information and 
support we get from NGOs we will win in the end. We get power from unity. 

Systematically taking up an issue can 
build power

• Building power requires good organisation and a division of 
labour among activists. 

Organising lessons
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Last year women of Mpumalanga, from the communities of Carolina, 
Ermelo, Middleburg and Witbank, organised a picket at Shanduka Coal 
Mine in Middleburg, Highveld region. The picket was organised under the 
banner of Women Affected by Mining United in Action (WAMUA). 

The mine is operating a few meters from the community. Women had 
lots of burning issues they wanted the mine to address. Pollution is a big 
problem – the community is inhaling dust. Houses are damaged because 
of the blasting. Vibrations from the blasting cause cracks in houses and 
damage to the graves. Women carry the burden of all these things as they 
are ones who take care of everything in the home and community. 

Women say there must be gender equality, that when the companies 
hire workers, women must also be employed and they must not be taken 
advantage of. As women we demanded that companies must stop bribery 
and the exchange of sex for employment. A clear message was sent to the 
managers that “Our Vagina is not our CV”. We started to sing and we took 
off our clothes. We were telling them we are against what they are doing. 

The picket was successful and we even got support from male comrades 
who went with us to the mine. The mine managers came out of their offices 
and accepted our memorandum.

There is a video on internet on this action at http://www.actionaid.org/
south-africa/videos/women-affected-mining-demand-their-rights

Mpumalanga Community Monitors (MCM), South Africa

Zanele Msibi

Women organising to build power

• Women are oppressed on the basis of their gender. Activists 
must give special attention to activities focused on organising 
women.

Organising lessons
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The challenge I face as an activist is that it is sometimes difficult to build 
women’s power within the community. 

My experience of organising a meeting with women from Coronation was 
a bad experience at first, because mobilising is difficult. The purpose of the 
meeting was for women to share their challenges and issues because their 
area is affected by mining. 

Some women did not respond. Some said they could not come as they 
had been promised jobs. Others said they are tired of these crazy meetings. 
Women would ask “will there be food at the meeting?” If you answer that 
there will be no food, the number in attendance will decrease. If there is 
food, women will come in numbers. 

It is difficult to engage with some women. What is important to women 
is when a meeting is called about jobs. This is because of poverty and 
unemployment. They ask “who will be at the meeting? Will they be bringing 
jobs?”

Then there are individuals who will separate or drive the community apart 
because of money. The councillor will pay individuals to stop a community 
meeting. 

As activists we need staying power

• Organising women in the community is not easy. Activists 
must have commitment and devise special activities to suc-
cessfully organise women.

• Poverty and unemployment is an obstacle to organising. This 
is a challenge in the context we organise in and a challenge to 
create activism.

Organising lessons
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I am an activist from the township of Carolina, in Mpumalanga Province, 
on the route from Johannesburg to Swaziland. People seem to like the way I 
organise. I use many methods. I inform people in time about an event I will 
be holding so that they can plan in time. I tell them about the agenda and I 
write the notice of the meeting on the back of an old calendar and put this 
up at the tuck shop so that they will notice it when they go to buy bread. 

I buy SMS time and text those who live far away. For those using social 
media I post a picture of people in the meeting and write on my status 
that on this day we are having a meeting. I mobilise in many ways. People 
around Carolina come in big numbers to hear what the meeting is about. 
It is important for the community to identify their burning issues. I always 
write down their concerns. I am able to make them understand and I am 
able to capacitate my community to stand with one voice. I take pictures 
and minutes and I keep records so that I can produce evidence the next 
time we meet.   

On my side I am always expecting positive results because people know 
I am a good activist. I say this because I always take a mandate from my 
community. Some of the activists I have worked with made empty promises 
and were in the forefront, but today they are driving fancy cars and are 
working at the mines and municipality. The trust in them is gone. Once 
they climbed that ladder they forgot about the people. 

I got more strength and support because they are able to see my work. 
I am honest with them. I don’t make empty promises. Even when we 
have exchange programmes I take them so that they can see and the 
relationship that I have with them is growing stronger because I am part 
of the community. I do my work practically and I am a hard worker. People 
need to build trust with someone they see on a daily basis. People have 
faith in me as I am a community leader / community monitor. They respect 
me because even the mines have not swallowed me. You need to stay true 
to yourself and your journey will run smoothly. It does not matter how 
many years, but stay true to your mission and vision. 

Lorraine Kakaza

Activists need to work hard and build trust
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The community in Silobela township in Carolina, Mpumalanga Province, 
came to a standstill when angry community members stopped the 
operations of Phembani, East side, Wonderfontein Colliery, Umncebo, 
Mimoosa, Stratray, Alsu, Msimbithi, Muhangu and other mines. People did 
not go to work that day in mid-August 2015. All taxis were stopped from 
entering the township. Buses for transporting school learners were turned 
away. Protesters blocked the roads with rocks, drums, tree branches and 
burning tyres throughout the day. An angry group of community residents 
attacked a police officer’s house. The police reacted with great force. 
Residents had to run for cover because the police were attacking anybody 
in sight. Businesses closed to prevent damage and looting.

The main reason for the community’s anger was that there are 12 
mining companies in the area but they do not hire the local community. 
The community was angry that the mines were not employing community 
members, even for those jobs not requiring qualifications. There is high 
unemployment and poverty in the community and people need jobs.

Community delegates were escorted by police to meet the executive 
mayor and representatives from the mines, but the meeting ended with no 
results. 

Activists should always rethink tactics

• An activists will be judged by the community on their basis of 
their personal practice not their words.

• Activisms demands honesty and hard work from the activist.

Organising lessons

• Anger may force us into desperate actions that can lead to fail-
ure. Attacking the police who will counteract with extreme force 
may not be the best tactic.

Organising lessons
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Local government restricts us when we protest for water. Police power 
restricts us. Through our experiences in life we develop a belief system 
that restricts us, that does not allow us to reach our dreams.

Communities can build power by:
• holding meetings
• holding public hearings to expose local government
• sharing power from the people to the people, for example a local 

community in Doornkop benefitted from generating their own 
electricity through solar

• developing power to create or give the community confidence and 
knowledge to have control and ownership of their lives

South Africa is a free country and I have a blue book to prove that. The 
Bill of Rights protects citizens and prevents government from abusing 
power. This is our time when we can use our will power to set us free 
from our own belief system and move toward the higher possibilities of 
life. Building community power enlightens me and my community to have 
that confidence and knowledge to take control to whatever decisions they 
make and to own things and take ownership of their life. Most of the time 
people are told they don’t know their rights and that they don’t even know 
the constitution. 

Freedom from restrictive belief systems is 
the first step to build power

• We must free our minds from belief systems that say we cannot 
reach our dreams.

• Building community power requires concrete organising steps.

Organising lessons
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We as affected communities came together with one voice. Our concern 
was air pollution caused by power plants which use dirty coal that contains 
carbon dioxide, nitrate oxide and which makes the air dirty. People have 
asthma and other problems from pollution caused by this dirty coal. Good 
quality coal is taken to China, while South Africa is left with poor quality 
coal which is used by our coal fired power stations. The Guptas are the 
owners of a large coal mine that supplies major power stations. We planned 
to march from Zoo Lake in Johannesburg to the Gupta’s compound. We 
came with the slogan “Guptas Must Fall.” The march was organised by 350 
Africa.org and was part of the Break Free from Fossil Fuels Campaign. 

Well, things did not go as planned. Two days before the march 350 Africa.
org was told by the court that the march could not go ahead. But activists 
from the affected communities still went to Johannesburg. It was raining. 
We went straight to Zoo Lake. We were with comrades from all over South 
Africa. We sang and marched around the lake. We then strategized what to 
do next. After the crowd left, eight of us, and I was one of the eight, went 
from Zoo Lake to the Gupta’s house. We took coal bags and buckets and a 
coffin to bury the coal. We wrote on a board “Protect Our Climate”. 

The major media such as the South African Broadcasting Corporation 
and the main newspapers did not write about this as we were exposing 
the government and the Guptas, whom the media support. But during that 
week the Guptas were asked many questions about their relationship with 
the government. 

Protests against air pollutionProtests against air pollution

• Activists must accept that sometimes our plans will not come 
together and we will be ignored by the media. We have to learn 
not to lose heart and to persist.

Organising lessons
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Emalahleni is a coal mining area where communities are not consulted 
about the construction of the mines and where the government and 
municipality always side with the mining companies. 

The community in Vosman and Extensions areas teamed up and organised 
a march early one morning in April 2014 against Anglo American mines 
and the Kusile Power Station. 

Around 3.30 in the morning the community members were woken up 
and mobilised through the blowing of whistles. By 4 a.m. the main road at 
Vosman Circle next to the mall was blocked so that the 5 a.m. and 6 a.m. 
buses to collect workers would not be able to pass through. 

By 5 a.m. the community had blocked off the four main exits with stones, 
burning tyres, tree branches and bags of waste. Local workers and school 
transport was at a standstill. Community members were singing struggle 
songs and chanting. 

Police and municipal law enforcement were called to the scene to make 
sure there would be no damage. Around 7 a.m. the municipal office 
spokesperson was called and a memorandum of demands was handed 
over. The community members departed around 10 a.m. after reaching an 
agreement with the municipality that they will get a reply within seven days 
from Anglo and the power station. 

The need for clever tactical actions

Susan Moraba

•  Clever tactical action is key to building powerful action.

Organising lessons
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In the Mining Neutralisation Settlement (MNS) in Emalahleni, Highveld 
Region in Mpumalanga, the community is suffering from air pollution, water 
pollution and other forms of injustice imposed on them by government and 
the mining companies Slater Mine and Liquid Mist which have open cast 
coal mines within 100m from the community residences. 

The community had no water, electricity, no proper infrastructure. Large 
numbers of people in the community are unemployed and many people 
suffer from illnesses and disease. 

The community made many attempts to engage local government and 
the mining company. The community protested to get attention to their 
problems. But even the protests did not help. The mines would point to the 
municipality and the municipality would point to the mines. The community 
then took their protest to the municipal offices where the mayor was visiting 
and they took the mayor to the area to see and experience the life they 
experience every day. The mayor made promises which to this day are not 
met. 

Patience and persistence builds power

• Successful community action may only come after much delays 
and disappointment. 

• Activism demands patience and persistence.

Organising lessons
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Community activists and other non-profit organisations are mobilised 
as community monitors. We educate them in identifying problem issues 
in their areas. We teach them to know and understand their areas, provide 
them with information to disseminate to the youth and elders in their areas. 
We teach them how to document the problems through writing articles, 
interviewing the people affected by the problems. Activists are taught how 
to take action such as launching grievances, writing memorandums and 
letters of complaint to the relevant offices of government and the mining 
companies. 

In working with communities the main focus will be what we as communities 
and residents of the area want. As community activist groups, community 
leaders, CBOs and ward committees we all need to know each one’s line of 
work, and our roles. We need to know and understand other stakeholders 
that we can work within our areas. 

A forum could be formed of different stake holders in an area. The forum 
can come up with a plan and steps to implement the plan. 

The forum should not associate with any political party or religion. We 
should act with one mandate as activists. 

We should mobilise people in the area from youth to elders. We will 
educate each other about the issues that concern them, call community 
meetings, organise awareness campaigns and engage with other areas. 

When taking action on behalf of the community activists will write letters 
of complaint to the municipality with the problem they are facing and 
request a meeting on a due date. The letters will be written before an 
action is taken. A letter requesting permission to protest will be written 
to the local South African Police Service. Before the protest the community 
activists will mobilise youth members for preparations.

We face many challenges in organising. There are many occasions when 
we call community meetings with the expectation that many elders and 
youth will come, but only a few attend. During awareness campaigns only 
children and a few youth and elders are present.

Education and organisation to build 
power
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We also face the challenge that community activists, CBOs and community 
forum members are unemployed and that some individuals are power 
hungry. We all want to control, we all want to lead. We don’t support each 
other. 

There are always disputes and these make mobilising in the community 
difficult. Activists and members of community forums choose sides, affiliate 
with political parties, and end up being divided. 

• Organising the community is a process that requires many steps 
that includes education, organisation and mobilisation.

• Skilled activism is learning to deal with powerful and corrupt 
individuals and political factions, to prevent divisions and in-
ternal conflicts

Organising lessons
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